PRESS RELEASE
For immediate disclosure

Louis-Philippe Noël is an Ernst & Young Entrepreneur Of The Year finalist

Québec, August 23, 2012 – Louis-Philippe Noël, president and founder of InnVue, a Canadian high-definition (HD) entertainment solution provider, is once again in the spotlight as a businessman. Indeed, in a July 5th press release, he was nominated among the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur Of The Year finalists for Quebec.

This announcement, for a prize designed to “shine the spotlight on game-changing entrepreneurs who continue to drive sustainable growth and job creation across the country,” reinforces Noël’s already solid reputation as an innovator and keen-sensed businessman.

Having mastered the delicate art of balance is probably why Noël seems to have it all: “I fuel my passions, and always commit whole-heartedly to what I do, whether it be work, hobbies or others,” he explains. “I believe in what I do, and at work, I can count on the support from an extraordinary team.” This approach remains a successful one, as is indicated once more by this nomination.

The Ernst & Young Entrepreneur Of The Year prize, which culminates with a worldwide ceremony, is a key distinction for its finalists and winners. By celebrating their accomplishments, it encourages quality entrepreneurship, the kind of entrepreneurship that contributes to the development of society through innovation and job creation. http://www.ey.com/CA/en/About-us/Entrepreneurship/Entrepreneur-Of-The-Year/2012-EOY-Finalists-Quebec-Link

About InnVue

InnVue is a true leader in the hotel entertainment business in Canada, offering several HD solutions including pay-per-view (PPV) movies, television channels, television sets, multimedia display solutions and wireless Internet service. InnVue believes that the North American hospitality business is not uniform and one-dimensional, and has developed the ability to adapt to the Canadian market realities by addressing culture and language. To this day, InnVue’s many solutions are installed in more than 25,000 hotel rooms coast-to-coast.